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Abstract: : Nowadays , network security has become more important as attackers attacks the local networks .The Distributed
Denial of service is one of the most famous attack which floods the victim(server)with the number of packets. so that,
legitimate users can’t access the service provided by the server. Detection of DDoS & DRDoS attack is somewhat difficult.
But, there are many techniques available for detecting DDoS & DRDoS attack. Some of the techniques and papers we are
reviewing here in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks is very common in the world of internet today [7][1]. They are difficult to detect because
they do not target specific vulnerabilities of systems, but rather the very fact that the target is connected to the network. All
known DDoS attacks make the use of the large number of hosts on the Internet that are vulnerable; the attacker break into such
hosts, install slave programs, and at the right time instruct thousands of these slave programs to attack a particular destination.
The attacker makes attack on the victim by sending large number of packets to the victim, and there is almost the victim can do
nothing to protect itself. The Denial of service attack has 2 forms:
DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service)
DRDoS(Distributed Reflector Denial of Service)
At present, DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) and DRDoS (Distributed Reflector Denial of Service), which invented
from DoS, have already become famous in network attacks. In DDoS attack, the attacker controls some master zombies
machines and large number of slave zombies machines; it sends attack commands to master zombies machines, then the master
zombies instructs slave zombies machines to flood the victim, as shown in Fig. 1. & Fig .2
DDoS attack: A distributed denial of service attack (DDoS) (refer to fig 1) occurs when multiple machines flood the
victim, usually the victims are web servers. In the DDoS attack the attacker searches for vulnerable system for attack called
Zombie machine. Attacker instructs the vulnerable system(Zombie machine) to attack on the victim.
DR-DoS attacks : Distributed reflector denial of service (DRDoS) (refer to Figure 2) Illustrates another type of attack
called a distributed reflector denial of service (DRDoS) attack, which hides the sources of attack(attacker) traffic by using
third parties (routers or web servers) to send attack traffic to the victim. These innocent third parties are also called the
reflectors. Any machine that replies to an incoming packet can become reflector.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Hongbin Luo, Yi Lin and Hongke Zhang[5]

has proposed the technique in which they have separated the

identifier(represents identity), locator(represents location).While in today’s world the IP address consist of both identity and
location into it. So, If we separate the identifier from locator it helps to prevent DDoS attack [6]. In these technique only web
servers which provides some service is registered into the Mapping system (MS) which maps the locator (location) from the
identifier (identity). When the attacker searches for the vulnerable host for attack, it needs to send the packet to the hosts and to
send the packets it should know both identifier and locator of the host. So, attacker can get only the identifier as it is publically
available but it can’t get the locator because normal clients are not registered into the MS.
Sneha S. Rana, T. M. Bansod proposed the technique which uses the Hop-count filtering technique to detect the IP
spoofing.and also uses the traceback to get the source of attack.In hop-count filtering the final TTL value of IP packet header is
compared with the initial TTL value. If the difference is not equal to already stored hop count value that means it is the not
legitimate user. And traceback mechanism is used to find the source of attack.

Fig. 3 Algorithm for TTL based detection

Andrey Belenky and Nirwan Ansari has given a traceback[4] mechanism to detect the attack by using Dynamic packet
Marking(DPM). Fig.3 Shows the scenario of DPM. Each incoming and outgoing packets are marked by the router. With some
probability the address of the packet is marked in the router table. And this information is used to reconstruct the attackers path
when the network experience the attack. The DPM(Dynamic packet marking)is easy to implement; It has low processing and no
bandwidth overhead.
Dhruv A. Patel presented the technique in which he used HIP (Human Interaction Page) [7]which issues the graphical tests
for the client, if client can’t solve the puzzle put them into white list. Otherwise, allow the connection to the web server. If the
client is already present in the white list rate limiter is applied to it to deny the access. This mechanism improve availability of
web server for legal users .Fig 4 shows the flow of the system.
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Fig 4.Deterministic Packet Marking

Saravanan Kumarasamy and Dr. R. Asokan presented the mechanism for defending against DDOS attack called Pushback.
In which the intelligent router in ISP network identifies the attack traffic and sends pushback[3][8] message to the upstream
routers. The upstream routers issues the graphical test to the client. And if the client can solve the puzzle then traffic from that
particular client is taken as legitimate traffic else traffic from that client will be dropped. So, this technique minimizes the
overhead of the intelligent router by sending the pushback messages to upstream routers. And remaining work is done by
upstream routers. The only drawback of the mechanism is legitimate users also have to go through the puzzle test which wastes
its time.
Srikanth Kandula Dina Katabi has proposed the mechanism called Kill-Bot which has two stages:1)Authentication
2)Admission control.So, in Killbot[2] first check the incoming packets source address if it is a zombie then it will be
discarded.Otherwise,it admits the new client with probability

and issues the puzzle for the client to check whether

the client is zombie or not. If the client solves the puzzle it means it is legitimate client, so connection is accepted. otherwise the
packet is droped by assuming it as zombie.Fig. 5 shows the kill-bot working.Even the legitimate client can’t solve the puzzle in
some attempts, it can try for particular threshold value

And for this purpose the bloom filter is used. The bloom filter

value incremented each time by one when the puzzle is issued for the client. The packet will be dropped when it reaches the
threshold value by assuming it zombie.
Shui Yu, Theerasak Thapngam, Jianwen Liu, Su Wei and Wanlei Zhou has proposed the algorithm to discriminate DDoS
flow from the flash crowd[12][13].In this algorithm the suspicious flows are sampled per time unit T by the cooperating
router.After sampling is done the data is exchanged between the router and then router calculates the similarity flow using
Sibson distance formula.If the calculated value is less than threshold then the flows are
DDoS attack flows, otherwise, the flash crowds.

Fig 5.Sample network with two traffic flow

Hiroshi Tsunoda, Kohei Ohta, Atsunori Yamamoto, Nirwan Ansari[10] has proposed the simple response packet
confirmation mechanism. In this the each request-respose pair is validated. The architecture for detection system consists of
Translator, Comparator, Short-term buffer and long-term buffer. The fig 7. Shows the basic architecture of simple response
packet confirmation mechanism.
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The request-response relationship are of 2 types. One-One and One-Many relationship.The One-One response packets is

called Clear response packets which are stored in short term buffer. while One-Many response packets are called Ambigous
response packets which are stored in long term buffer. The original response packet is compared with the response packet
generated by the translator.If the both response packets are same that means the packets are not attacking packets. And if it
differs that means response packets are attack packets.

Fig. 6 Basic architecture of Simple Packet confirmation system

Xinyu Yang, Wenjing Yang has proposed the fuzzy association rule based DRDoS attack detection technique. It uses the
DRDoS Attack Defensive Architecture based on Multi-Agent (D2AMA)algorithm[9]. Fig.8 shows the architecture of D2AMA.
D2AMA consists of Brouter(border router), analyzer and control agent CA. The Brouter marks the traffic i.e. if it is the ingress
router it marks the information from the incoming router and if it is the egress router it will mark the packet by its own address.
So that the malicious packets or traffic can be identified easily.While the Association rule analyzer collects all the traffic
information and by sending signals(alarm or No-alarm) it communicates with CA. The CA will then sends the commands to
suspicious Brouter for dropping the packets.

Fig 7.D2AMA

III. CONCLUSION
In this way we have studied the existing approaches for DDoS and DRDoS attack detetction. Today, DDOS attack has
become more famous in the network. There were many techniques implemented to detect DDOS attack. So, as we have
mentioned different techniques to detect DDOS attack.The Identifier/Locator separation scheme is also effective technique. But
still it takes more time to locate the host. Most simpler technique is puzzle test. But the puzzle test is somewhat time consuming
for legitimate clients. The traceback mechanism(DPM)is one of the best mechanism to detect the attacker of the suspicious
traffic. DRDoS attacks may also defended using the given techniques. Fuzzy association rule algorithm and simple packet
confirmation is effective techniques to detect DRDoS attack. But out of both the fuzzy association rule algorithm is more
effective than other one. As it just check for limited request response packets.
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